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Guest Speaker, Greg Jordan, Associate Professor at the School of              
Biological Sciences at the University of Tasmania  was introduced to us by 
Roy Skabo: Greg has specialised in the evolution of plants at both a global 
and local level for about thirty years. His work focuses on the fabulous 
southern hemisphere family of Proteaceae and on conifers. Greg has              
published at least 177 papers which have been referred to about 4000 
times in other research papers. This is the second time Greg has talked to 
our group. Several years ago he set up the excellent on-line Dicot Key and 
soon after its appearance Greg came to show us how it works. I know that 
many of our members use it on a regular basis. The Dicot Key now covers 
much more than dicots including very good section on ferns. 

 
Greg began by telling us that Tasmania is a special place for paleoendemic plants (and 
not just plant species as a mountain shrimp, still existing after 250 000 years, lives only 
in Tasmanian mountain tarns). Paleoendemic clades are defined not only by their age 
but because they are geographically restricted. Clades are groups of related species 
such as  Pencil pine, Athrotaxis cupressoides, King Billy pine, Athrotaxis selaginoides 
and their cross found on Mt Reid, Athrotaxis x laxifolia. This clade evolved before the 
Giant Redwood and Sequoia clade, Sequoia sempervirens and Sequoiadendron        
giganteum in the USA. Even older than Athrotaxis is the Tasmanian Pherosphaera 
clade, P. hookeriana, the Mount Mawson pine which is largely confined to the snowfields 
of Mt Field NP. Equally old is Microcachrys tetragona or strawberry pine. The latter was 
once widespread but has now collapsed to Tasmania. There are two other species of 
slightly less ancient, relictual conifers in Tasmania—Lagarostrobos franklinii, Huon pine 
and Diselma archeri, the Cheshunt pine.  
 
Greg’s paleoendemic table included some of the oldest woody flowering plants in      

Tasmania: Tetracarpaea tasmannica, Bellendena montana, Agastachys odorata and Nothofagus gunii.  
 

 

Guest Speaker Associate Professor Greg Jordan: 
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Two Basal “primitive’” flowering plants which are very old but only just make it on the paleoendemic list 
because they are also fairly widespread are Tasmannia lanceolata ( mountain pepper berry) and 
Atherosperma  moschatum (Sassafras). Three of the oldest monocots in Tasmania are the beautiful 
Isophysis tasmanica, Campynema lineare and Blandfordia punicea. (Photos: Greg Jordan & Roy Skabo) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where are these old, isolated Tasmanian plants found? High scoring clades are at Mt Field,                   
Frenchmans Cap, Mt Anne, Mt Read, Cradle Mountain and Rocky Hill, which is west of Lake St Clair. 
The maps below show the predicted areas and the observed areas of high scoring Paleoendemic 
clades. The  climate is very wet and cool, the altitude is high and the vegetation is not rainforest as 
some people  expect for paleo plants, but instead, right on the tree line of mountains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why are they there? Paleoendemics are not doing very well. They have not developed the capacity to  
adapt to a warmer climate—they are living in places where the climate is like the ancient environments. 
They like fire-free, open, wet, cool sclerophyll habitats like Mt. Read. 
In a global study, Greg found that all extant clades that were present 65 million years ago (when the  
dinosaurs were around) and are restricted in number of 1° grid cells (method of measuring extent of 
clades), have hotspots in Tasmania, NE coastal Queensland and New Caledonia. Tasmania is the third 
most important in the world for Paleoendemics. There are important Gymnosperms in other parts of the 
world which are older than those in Tasmania, some over 250 million years old and Japan’s Umbrella 
Pine is 200 million years old but Tasmania is important in having so many Gymnosperms which occur in  
rainforests but mainly in the more open, wet, cool mountainous areas. One reason we have the oldest 
paleoendemics is that our Gymnosperms lived 15 million years longer than in Europe due to their plants 
being destroyed during their more severe ice ages . 
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General Meeting Tuesday 18 July 2017                            CLUB NIGHT 
 
“Plants Plus of Svalbard”                        presented by Mick and Helen Statham 
 

Mick and Helen Statham kept us enthralled with stories and facts about their atypical holiday in       
Svalbard. This archipelago is midway between continental Norway (map below) and the North Pole    
(red dot) with Greenland to its west and Russia to the east. Although Svalbard is part of Norway, is has 
a special administrative status and one needs a visa to visit with customs and passport controls. The 
Stathams flew from Tromsǿ (red dot approx.) in Norway to Spitsbergen which is the largest and only 
populated island in the Svalbard archipelago. The islands were first settled for summer bay-whaling in 
16th and 17th centuries but abandoned and permanently settled for coal mining from1906. There were 
no native inhabitants. Early 1920’s aviators left Longyearybyen (red dot), the main town, to fly over the 
North Pole. Spitsbergen now has a population of 2000 and is mainly used as a research station         
including a World Seed Bank. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Svalbard Archipeligo 

This view of Svalbard is the same as the first explorers of the region would have seen; majestic mountains, 
icecaps and  glaciers.  

Google Image

World Seed Bank, Spitsbergen 



The map to the left shows the actual voyage from the GPS of 
the Stathams’ ship ‘Polar Pioneer’. It was a Russian ship 
manned mainly by Australians including the excellent guides. 
Each voyage is slightly different due to ice and weather       
conditions. Although often closed by solid ice, last summer the 
ship was able to traverse the passage between Spitsbergen 
and Nordaustlandet and visit several north Arctic Ocean isles. 
All landings were by zodiacs with everyone well wrapped up 
as even summer temperatures only range from 3° to 7°C. Win-
ter is from –20°C to 0°.  Brrrrrr! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The archipelago is a polar desert with impressive mountains and large areas of icecaps. The rest is  
Tundra but summer plant growth is only possible on 8% of the land. The Polar desert in summer largely 
consists of bare rock with patches of colour from mosses and lichens. The frost heave brings soil to the 
surface in places and Polar Bear Sedge (Carex ursina) and the Svalbard poppy (Papaver dahlianum 
ssp.polare ) grow attracting more soil and other plants.  
 

 
There are 170 plant species in the archipelago, all tiny, delicate whites and creams and swathes and 
tufts of colourful purples and pinks. Polar Campion (Silene uralensis ssp.arctica ), Pale Whitlow grass 
(Draba oxycarpa—a Brassicae), and below L-R, Black Fleabane (Erigeron humilis), Mountain Avens 
(Dryas octopetala), Ranunculus sulphurens and Arctic Cottongrass (Eriophorum scheuchzeri).   
 
 
 

L-R Papaver dahlianum, Carex ursina,                                            Silene uralensis  and Draba oxycarpa. 

(Photos by M. & H. Statham  



The tundra is very boggy in parts and here the Yellow Marsh Saxifrage (Saxifraga hirculus ssp.          
compacta) grows with a splash of mass colour along with Purple Saxifrage (S.oppostifolia ), Tufted S. 
cespitosa, Dooping S. cernua , Dwarf golden Saxifrage (Chrysosplenium tetrandrum) and the purple 
Moss Campion (Silene acaulis). Most plants are tiny and Mick got plenty of bending exercise            
photographing them. 

 
Another unusual plant was the Polar Willow Tree (Salix 
Polaris) which is only 50mm high! It contains Salix  
willow genes and is woody – hence the name ‘tree’.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Very few plants have polare seeds with propaga-
tion being vegetative growth. See above in Polar   
Stoloniferous Saxifrage (Saxafraga platysepala). 

Purple Saxifraga, Saxifrage oppositifolia

From top left clockwise: Yellow Marsh Saxifrage, Tufted Saxifrage, Drooping Saxifrage, Moss Campion, Dwarf 
Golden Saxifrage and Purple Saxifrage. 



The title of this talk is “Plants Plus of Svalbard” because it covered not only the plants of this harsh        
environment but the geography, history, animals and birds as well. Most of us knew little about this    
archipelago so we found all the information quite remarkable.  
By 1610, summer whaling was a big industry and Harp seals were hunted until the1970’s for blubber. 
As well, walrus were hunted to near extinction for their long tusks although now protected. The Arctic 
Fox  were also hunted for their thick winter-white coats. There are three mammal species, the Arctic 
Fox, Polar Bears and reindeer. There are more Polar Bears than people in Svalbard and the guides on 
the Statham’s trip always carried guns when on land. The reindeer are smaller from long isolation on 
these islands and they have very large feet. They keep the tundra plants well pruned in summer. These   
mammals do not prey on each other.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The bird life on this trip included the Black-legged Kittiwake, Arctic Terns, Atlantic Puffins, with the 
Northern Fulmar following the boat and hundreds and hundreds of male Brunich’s Gillamots spotted 
caring for the eggs on precarious crevasses along a steep cliff-face. Another impressive sight was 
watching swarms of Little Auks flying back to nest under rocks every night. Because of the short        
summers, there is a flurry of breeding. 

 

Brunnich’s Guillemot 

Above Atlantic Puffin 

and Little Awks. 

Below: Arctic Tern 



July Plant of the Month  Gleichenia dicarpa 
 
Written, photographed and presented by Roy Pallett 

 
 

 
 

 
        FAMILY:  Gleicheniaceae 
 
        BOTANICAL NAME:  Gleichenia dicarpa 
 
        COMMON NAME:  Pouched coral fern or tangle fern 
 

Gleichenia is widespread, ranging from Tasmania to as far north as Noosa on the mainland, mainly on 
the east coast.It also    occurs in New Caledonia and New Zealand.  In Tasmania it is common in silica 
rich soils in damp places but is rare in areas where the underlying rock is dolerite. Gleichenia is listed by 
DPIPWE as of no conservation value. (The photos were taken of Gleichenia growing in a drain near   
Birralee.) 
 
For the gardener its distinctive frond shape and colour make it an appealing plant for damp, well-lit   
conditions where its light green colour and distinctive tangled growth provide a contrast to other plants. 
It is also occasionally used as greenery in flower arrangements. 
Interestingly its spores develop in pouches on the underside of the fronds, quite unlike most ferns. 
 

 
 

Like others, I have unsuccessfully tried many times to grow it. However, according to the DPIPWE   
website, Gleichenia is easy to propagate from spores but transplanting can only be done with very small 
plants. It can apparently be successfully grown in a garden or tub where its roots can be kept wet in 
acid, sandy soils. 



Club Night - 15 August  
 
The Nature Around Alice Springs   Pru Wright 
 
Pru Wright shared her 'nature' experiences around Alice Springs.  
Her slide presentation began with the weird and wonderful animal  
and plant creations at the Alice Springs Beanie Festival. 
(These can be seen on the website - http://beaniefest.org/past-events). 
 
Pru shared photos of interesting plants in the Alice Springs Desert 
Park. Among those plants mentioned were Pittosporum angustifolium  
which drew attention for its attractive yellow flowers and Solanum  
ellipticum, an indigenous bush food which is widespread in the area.  
Different species of Eremophila are common and provided patches of  
colour to the park. Of special interest was Eucalyptus orbifolia because 
its outer, red bark splits longitudinally and horizontally showing the  
new green bark underneath. 
 
It was then quiz time, which Pru repeated at intervals throughout the 
presentation to the delight of the cognoscenti amongst us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time was spent looking at the beautiful Amyema maidenii (above). This is a member of the group of 
semi-parasitic plants, the mistletoes, which are widespread on the mainland but absent from Tasmania. 
A. maidenii has spread throughout northern and central Australia. We learnt more interesting details 
about the need for seeds to stay moist and germinate quickly; that birds helped this process; that a tiny 
tendril can penetrate the bark to divert food from host to parasite.  
Spectacular landforms were shown at the Gap in the MacDonnell Ranges. Here deep pools were      
surrounded by eucalyptus and acacia trees and plants such as the Hibbertias, differing from Simpsons 

Gap (below) where pools were shallower, surrounded by an interesting variety of reeds. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eucalyptus orbifolia 

Photos by Pru Wright 

Reported by                          

R & K Pallett 

http://beaniefest.org/past-events


Club Night—15 August 
 

Rabbits, Fungi, Lichens                                Written and presented by Roy Pallett 
 
This presentation began with a reasonable rendition by members of “Little Peter Rabbit has a fly upon 
his nose! Beatrix Potter is famous for her wonderful children’s books on Peter Rabbit, Jemima Puddle-
duck and Squirrel Nutkin amongst many others. Before she became the author of these beloved books 
she was a very significant natural scientist with wide interests, in particular her work in mycology where 
she made over 350 highly accurate, almost photographic quality images of fungi. Many of these     
drawings are housed in the Armitt Musem and Library (Ambleside, Cumbria). Some of the images were 
shown and matched with Tasmanian species chosen from FungiFlip. Her images compare favourably 
with those on FungiFlip and while the species names are different, in some cases the differences are 
indiscernible. 
 

 

In addition to her studies on fungi, her significant contribution to science came as one of the first, if not 
the first in the English speaking world to champion the work of Swiss scientist Simon Schwendener in 
recognizing lichens not as a separate ‘kingdom’, but as a symbiotic relationship between fungi and    
algae. 
However, Beatrix Potter was not accepted by the male dominated Linnean Society and one of her      
papers had to be delivered by a gentleman from the Kew Gardens. Fundamentally she was driven out 
of science.  It could be argued that while her contributions to science were significant, her contribution 
to the good of humanity through her children’s books was far greater. 
The schematic representation of the lichens as championed by Beatrix Potter is represented as follows: 
 
 

 

 



Even though lichens proved impossible to propagate in the laboratory, this relationship was held as  
correct and true until 2016 when a group led by Toby Spribille* published a paper based on DNA         
analyses of many lichens showing that a third essential component of lichens was basidiomycete 
yeasts (Cyphobasidium). A lot of work remains on the taxonomy of these yeasts, but from 2016 it             
appears that lichen symbiosis can now be schematically be represented as follows: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lichens occur on 6 continents and some may be the oldest living organisms, over 4,000 years for some 
specimens. 
Some scientists are sceptical about Spribille’s work, but then nothing much has changed in attitudes of 
scientists, justifiably, since the time of Beatrix Potter, Natural Scientist. Scepticism remains an essential 
element of science, but the good thing now is that sexism has almost been conquered and today she 
would be able to present her papers in person to august bodies such as the Linnean Society. 

*SCIENCE  (sciencemag.org )  29 JULY 2016 • VOL 353, ISSUE 6298, Page  489 
 
 

Plant of the Month - 15 August                                         presented by Jill Clark                                    
 

 

Jill Clark presented the August POM by describing features and inviting people to guess which plant. 
The plant is endemic, a widespread, understory plant, hardy in moist, well drained soils. It is found as 
far north as Sydney and it is inconspicuous unless in flower. 
The plant is an open, suckering plant 20-50cm wide and between 50 - 100cm high. It has ridged stems 
often in groups with long internodes. The leaves are opposite, lanceolate, 2-8cm long with prominent 
veins. The flowers are usually solitary, terminal, white to cream in colour with 4-8 tepals. Usually male 
and female flowers are on separate plants.  
It has attractive feathery fruits and flowers in Spring. It belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.  
It is Clematis gentianoides.  
 
 

   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many APST Northern Group members volunteer their time to various ‘Friends Groups’ around 
Launceston. This issue, we highlight the work of Lynne Mockridge and her team at: 
 

                      Machens Reserve.   Written by Lynne Mockridge 
 
Machens Reserve is located in the southern Launceston suburb of Kings Meadows, approximately 3 
kilometres from the city centre. The reserve covers 4.25 hectares of land ranging from flat to hilly.     
Approximately 67% of the reserve is developed parkland, the rest contains remnant bushland.  
Launceston City Council (LCC) acquired the reserve in 1992.  Prior to this the site was unused since 
the late 1970s when Machen’s Brickworks ceased operations from the site.  According to City of 
Launceston Management Plan the reserve is significant because of its historical use as a brickworks, 
its remnant urban bushland and its visibility from a large residential area of Kings Meadows. 
One reason this reserve is significant to me is because I live near it but I recognised that as it contains 
such a varied terrain it also contains a quite varied habitat with a good selection of native plants for 
such a small  area.  It varies from dry woodland to marshy with a pond with a very healthy population of 
frogs and lots of insects and birds visiting. 
After the CoL acquired the land for the reserve they did an excellent job of landscaping the area with 
swale drains, provided a concrete footpath from one end to the other which enables pedestrians of all 
abilities to access the park at all times and installed a dry waterfall area behind the pond which was 
nicely landscaped as well. There were a few garden beds established with a varied planting of exotic 
trees but the swale drains and several of the garden beds adjacent to them were left bare. 
I set up the Friends of Machens Reserve Group in 2008 after a public meeting was held in the area to 
discuss the problem of weeds in the reserve. Since that time a very small group, never more than 5, 
have held weekly working bees.  When we first started there was quite a population of woody weeds 
invading the bushland areas but with our regular working bees and the use of Conservation Volunteers 
Australia (CVA) team making regular forays tackling the larger ones we now have these weeds under 
control. 
A few years ago we successfully applied for an NRM North grant of $5000. This grant enabled us to 
revegetate the swale drains and the surrounding beds in one section.  Part of the criteria for receiving 
the grant was that we engaged  the local community to assist us.  We used CVA to spread pebbles in 
the drains and after a letter drop neighbours from the surrounding streets pushing wheelbarrows arrived 
to spread the woodchip mulch.  After that we invited these people and others groups to take part in Na-
tional Tree Day planting.  This area is now growing well with some plants more than two metres tall. 
Last year we were encouraged to apply for another NRM North grant of $5000, again successfully. This 
time it was used to spread pebbles in more swale drains, remove unwanted vegetation from the pond, 
realign rocks surrounding the pond area, remove weeds and mulch and revegetate  another garden 
bed. The CVA group did most of the weeding and spread the woodchip mulch   and we again utilised 
National Tree Day for the planting. This time we even had media coverage with a photo in The          
Examiner and a small item on Southern Cross News and made it to Facebook page of Southern 
Launceston Community Development Group!  Last year the CoL also spent quite a considerable 
amount of money on signage for the Reserve to celebrate its history as a brickworks. I was very 
pleased to see this happen as very few people walking through the reserve would be aware of its      
history. I have enjoyed my association with this group of volunteers. It is amazing what a small group 
of enthusiastic people can achieve. It can be  a very rewarding experience. 



Propagation of Tasmanian native plants workshop for small land-holders :  
a successful partnership with NRM North. 

 
 
On Saturday August 26th Alison Hugo from NRM North, in partnership with the APST Northern Group, 
conducted two very successful native plant propagation workshops at our nursery. It was targeted at 
small landholders and there were 30 enthusiastic participants (15 in each of two sessions) with one     
travelling from as far afield as the Huon valley. 
 
Particular interests ranged from domestic landscaping, riparian re-vegetation, planting shelter-belts   
and creating wildlife thoroughfares. Accordingly, the main emphasis was on propagating Tasmanian       
understory plants. Topics covered were seed-collecting and sowing as well as propagating from        
cuttings. The programme was broken up with a short stroll across to our John Simmons shade-house, 
the operation of which was of particular interest. It was a bleak and cold day so our new urn worked 
overtime and NRM provided an array of hearty sandwiches for lunch. 
 
The post-workshop verdict was that it was a great success – it was certainly excellent exposure for 
APST as Sharon Percy and Janet Hallam unashamedly promoted our plant sales, the Heritage Forest 
Garden, and the general benefits of joining our Northern Group. But as important was the success of 
the partnership between NRM North and ASPST.  A repeat is likely in 2018. 
 
Northern Group thank Sharon and Janet for volunteering their time and working hard from 9:30 am    
until nearly 5 pm on behalf of our society. 
 
 

 

             SPRING                                      
 

 

                               NATIVE PLANT SALE 
 

 
 
 

 Australian Plant Society Tasmania  
Northern Group  

 

Saturday, 7 th OCTOBER 2017 
 

Max Fry Hall, Gorge Road, Trevallyn 
10am till 4pm 

 
Large variety of plants –small pots $3 Larger $5 



Northern Group Programme — September to December 2017 
 

  
                           Saturday 10 am.        Rosemary Wish-Wilson’s, Batmen Bridge, for cuttings 
02 Sept             Saturday 1:00 pm.      Propagation  APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside 
   
12 Sept              Tuesday 10 am          Excursion: Habitat Nursery with APST NW Group 
                                                              
   
19 Sept             Tuesday, 7:30 pm.     General Meeting Max Fry Hall. Guest Speaker:                                                                                                            
                                                              Tim Rudman “Myrtle Rust”   POM: Peter Dowde 
 
23/24 Sept        Saturday/Sunday       Blooming Tasmania  Albert Hall, Launceston                              
                                                          
26 Sept             Tuesday 9:30-11:30  Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray 
 
? Oct.                 Email notice               Working bee APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside 
 
07 Oct               Saturday 10am-4pm   SPRING PLANT SALE  Max Fry Hall  
  
17 Oct               Tuesday.  7:30 pm.    General Meeting Max Fry Hall. Guest Speaker: Mark Wapstra 
                                                              “What is Tasmania’s most Fascinating Plant? -Tales of Giants & Pygmies” 
18 Oct               Wednesday                 Excursion with Mark Wapstra – emailed information. 
  
24 Oct               Tuesday   9:30 am.    Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray 
  
4 Nov                Saturday 1:00 pm,      Propagation  APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside 
  
21 Nov              Tuesday   7:30 pm.    General Meeting Max Fry Hall. Guest Speaker:                                                     
                                                                 Alan Gray, “What Eucalypt is that?” 
 
22 Nov              Wednesday                Excursion: Alan Gray leader, for Eucalypt ID, Lake Leake Highway      
 
28 Nov              Tuesday 9:30-11:30   Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray 
 
2 Dec                Saturday 1:00 pm,      Propagation  APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside 
 
 8 Dec ?            TBA  Email                Christmas at Max Fry Hall 
 

19 Dec               Tuesday 9:30-11:30   Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray. 
 
Australian Native Plant Society Tasmania Inc. website: 

                                                 http://www.apstas.org.au 


